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An evaluation of the seed piece distribution patterns achieved by cup and pick type potato planters was completed. Seed piece
placement was measured for eight potato planters over a total of 196 trials. Coefficient of variation of spacing, number of seed
piece doubles, and number of seed piece skips were determined for each planter. In general, the pick type planter was slightly more
effective than the cup type planter. The coefficient of variation of spacing for the cup and pick type planters ranged from 59.2 to
87.1 and from 55.3 to 68.7, respectively. The incidence of doubles in relation to the total number of seed pieces was high for both
types of planters. The average number of doubles per 30.5 m of row length ranged from 5 (6.2% of seed pieces) to 65 (33.6%) for
the cup type and from 5 (6.8%) to 52 (29.0%) for the pick type planter over various forward speeds and nominal spacings. The
range of skips for the cup planter was 3 (3.2%) to 22 (14.7%) and for the pick type planter, from 3(3.0%) to 19(12.1%) per 30.5 m of
row length.

INTRODUCTION

The absence of seed pieces due to
mechanical deficiencies in potato planters
has been sited as a major cause of reduced
yields of potatoes. James et al. (1973)
conducted field experiments to estimate the
yield losses resulting from the removal of
different percentages of plants at random
from plots at emergence and/or later stages.
They concluded that the average losses in
yield for 10, 20 and 30% misses were 0, 5.6
and 11.1%, respectively. An additional study
using aerial photography by James et al.
(1975) indicated that the average potato
crop in New Brunswick had 32% plant
misses. A large portion of these misses were
due to seed pieces being absent.

Presently, the picker-wheel planter is the
predominant planter being used in the
Atlantic region. However, cup type planters
are being introduced to the area in an
attempt to improve the accuracy of seed
placement. The cup type planter singularizes
the seed by a series of cups that pass through
the hopper of seed pieces and selects one
piece per cup. The pick type planter utilizes a
wheel with picks mounted on the periphery
to singularize the seed. The picks pierce the
seed pieces as they rotate through a hopper
of potatoes and then release the seed above
the opened furrow.

The objective of the current study was to
assess the relative performance of cup and
pick type planters in terms of seed piece
distribution patterns.

METHOD

Eight machines were selected for the
study — five cup type and three pick type
(Fig. 1). The machines were adjusted
according to manufacturer specifications
and operated conventionally but, to
facilitate measuring seed piece spacing, the
covering disks on one row were removed, or
partially lifted, and the potatoes were
deposited in the furrow and only lightly
covered. Initial trials indicated that the seed
piece placement was not altered by the
removal of the covering disks when planting
in well cultivated soil. Seed piece spacing

•

Figure 1. Cup type potato planter.

TABLE I. SEED PIECE DESCRIPTION FOR VARIOUS PLANTERS

Average
Planter Machine seed Sample Standard

type model+ Variety weight (g) size deviation

Pick A Kennebec 44.2 164 13.5

A Netted Gem 33.5 500 16.5

Pick K Kennebec 33.1 501 15.8

B Netted Gem 35.4 500 14.0

B' Netted Gem 43.4 270 17.1

Cup C Kennebec 37.1 500 13.9
C Netted Gem 37.1 500 12.0

C'& C" Netted Gem 50.1 510 17.6

Cup D Norchip 33.1 412 14.2
IT Netted Gem} 48.7 112 14.5

f A-D refer to manufacturer while the indices denote different machines but same manufacturer.
X Small, whole seed.
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TABLE II. COEFFICIENT

PLANTERS

OF VARIATION OF SPACING ACHIEVED BY VARIOUS

Planter

type
Machine

modelf
Nominal

spacing (m)
Forward speed (km/h)

4.0 - 5.5 5.6 - 7.2 7.3 - 8.8 >8.8

Pick A

A

0.19

0.38

57.3

60.6

64.9

66.0

68.7

65.6 66.9

Pick B

B

B'

0.18

0.37

0.38

56.6

55.3

67.9

64.7

67.0 63.4

Cup C

C

C

C

0.19

0.38

0.41

0.41

81.6 85.2

74.6

60.8

87.1

73.7

59.2

62.4

82.3

Cup D

D'

0.27

0.41
—

75.0

65.2

76.9 78.9

f A-D refer to manufacturers while the indices denote different machines but same manufacturer.

TABLE III. AVERAGE NUMBER OF DOUBLES PER 30.5-m ROW LENGTH FOR THE
PLANTERS AT VARIOUS FORWARD SPEEDS AND NOMINAL SPACINGS

Planter Machine Nominal

type modelf spacing (m)

4.0 - 5.5

Forward speed (km/h)

5.6 - 7.2 7.3 - 8.8

Pick A 0.19 35 43 52

A 0.38 8 11 12

Pick B 0.18 29 34

B 0.37 — 5 9

B' 0.38
—

6
—

Cup C 0.19 65 57 45

C 0.38 — 18 15

C 0.41 — — 5

C" 0.41
—

6 10

Cup D 0.27 — 28 35

D' 0.41 — 10 —

>8.8

12

15

27

t A-D refer to manufacturer while the indices denote different machines but same manufacturer.

TABLE IV. AVERAGE NUMBER OF SKIPS PER 30.5-m ROW LENGTH FOR THE

PLANTERS AT VARIOUS FORWARD SPEEDS AND NOMINAL SPACINGS

Planter Machine Nominal Forward speed (km/h)
type modelf spacing (m)

4.0 - 5.5 5.6 - 7.2 7.3 - 8.8 >8.8

Pick A 0.19 7 11 10

A 0.38 3 3 4 5

Pick B 0.18 12 19

B 0.37 — 6 7 7

B' 0.38
—

9
— —

Cup C 0.19 14 19 22 —

C 0.38 — 5 5 7

C 0.41 — — 4 —

C" 0.41
—

4 3
—

Cup D 0.27 — 8 8 8

D' 0.41
—

3
— —

f A-D refer to manufacturer while the indices denote different machines but same manufacturer.

was measured from center to center of
adjacent tubers (to the nearest 0.01 m). Data
were collected over row lengths of 30.5 m.
Speed of the planter and intended seed piece
spacing were recorded for each trial. Most
data were collected while the growers were
planting their crop but, because of time
constraints, some trials were completed after
the planting season.

In order to describe the distribution of the
seed pieces, a miss or skip was defined as a
gap equal to, or greater than, twice the
intended center-to-center plant distance. A
double was recorded when the space
between adjacent seed pieces (center to
center) was 0.07 m or less. At this spacing,
adjacent large seed pieces would be in
contact with one another.

Three varieties of potatoes were used
during the study (Table I). The Netted Gem
variety was planted at the wider in-row
spacings (0.37 - 0.41 m), and the Kennebec
and Norchip varieties were planted at the
closer spacings (0.18 - 0.27 m). Cut seed was
planted in all trials except with machine D\
Small, whole seed was used for this trial.
Although considerable variation exists in
the shape of the three varieties of potatoes,
little difference was evident after the

potatoes were cut into seed pieces.
In total, 196 trials were completed over

the 2-yr study. The first year's activities were
carried out under contract with Agriculture
Canada and are summarized by Everett and
Misener (1977). Results from both years are
included in this discussion. Planters A, B, C
and D were evaluated the first year, while
planters B\ C, C" and D' were evaluated the
following year (Table I).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The coefficient of variation of spacing
achieved by the various planters ranged
from 55.3 to 87.1 (Table II). The coefficient
of variation expresses the sample standard
deviation as a percentage of the sample
mean. This value represents a relative
measure of variation. All seed pieces
measured in the row lengths of 30.5 m were
included in the analyses undertaken to
determine the coefficients of variation. The

accuracy of seed placement of the cup
planters tended to increase as the forward
speed was reduced and with wider in-row
spacing. The picker type planter generally
showed less variability of spacing than did
the cup type. The coefficient of variation of
seed piece spacing for the pick type ranged
from 55.3 to 68.7 while the variation for the

cup type ranged from 59.2 to 87.1. The cup
planter had 69.2% of the calculated
coefficients of variation over 70 while the

pick type had none larger than this value.
A considerable number of doubles was

recorded with both types of planters (Table
III). The frequency of doubles for all tests
represented an average of 17.3% of the total
number of seed pieces. Larger in-row
spacings tended to reduce the number of
doubles with all the planters. The pick type
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planter also produced fewer doubles at the
lower forward speeds. However, no clear
pattern was observed with the cup type
planters regarding forward speed and the
number of doubles. Cup planters rely on cup
shakers to remove excess seed pieces from
the cups. Although the shakers were
adjusted to reduce the number of doubles,
the effectiveness of the shakers tended to be

reduced at the closer in-row spacings which
required higher seed piece flow rates.

Seed piece size appeared not be a factor
in determining the number of doubles.
Although specific measurements were not
taken of seed piece size of the doubles, it
appeared that the doubles represented the
full range of seed size. With the cup planter,
two seed pieces of triangular shape tended to
fit into one cup which produced a double.
With the pick type planter, it appeared to be
a random pattern whether or not the picks
pierced two seed pieces at one time.

Fewer skips than doubles were produced
by all the planters except planters B and B'
operating in the 5.6 to 7.2 km/h speed range
(Table IV). The average number of skips was
7.9 per 30.5 m of row length. In terms of
percentage of seed number, misses
represented an average of 6.8% with a range
from 3 to 14.7% for the trials listed in Table
IV. This corresponds to the results of
Klassen (1977) who measured seed piece
misses to have a range from 5.8 to 20.7%.
Townsend (1972) found during a
comparison test with European planters
when planting small whole seed, that the
misses associated with a pick type planter
ranged from 9 to 23%. In a recent study, the
Prairie Agricultural Machinery Institute
(1978) (reports No. E 1077, E 1178A and E
1178B) evaluated the performance of three
pick type planters. The average percentage
of seed piece misses for the individual
planters was 9, 14 and 9. Tests were
conducted at a nominal spacing of 0.46 m.

The relative performance of the two types
of planters was assessed by grouping all
planters into the two classifications. Within
the forward speed ranges, the effectiveness
of the planters was compared at various in-
row spacings. The number of doubles and
skips at various in-row spacings are
graphically presented for each type of
planter (Figs. 2 and 3). Regression analysis
yielded relationships between the frequency
of doubles and skips with in-row spacing. In
general, the pick type planter operated
slightly more effectively than did the cup
type. The pick type planter produced fewer
doubles at the various in-row spacings. At
the larger in-row spacings, little difference
between the two types of planters can be
observed regarding the frequency of skips.
Both types of planters poduced fewer skips
and doubles when operated with larger in-
row spacings of the seed pieces.

CONCLUSIONS

With cut seed, the pick type potato
planter tended to be more accurate in seed
piece placement than the cup type planter.
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Figure 2. Frequency of doubles versus intended seed piece spacing (planter forward speed range 5.6 -
8.8 km/h, ¥ = predicted number of doubles per 30.5 m, sp =spacing, m).
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Figure 3. Frequency of skips versus intended seed piece spacing (planter forward speed range 5.6 - 8.8
km/h, Y =predicted number of skips per 30.5 m, sp =spacing, m).

Less variability of the pick type planter was
noted when comparing the coefficients of
variation of spacing for the trials. The
analysis indicated that 69.2% of the
coefficients of variation determined for the

cup type planter were greater than 70 while
all of the coefficients of variation of the pick

type were below this value. The incidence of
doubles was high with both types of
planters. The pick type generally produced
fewer doubles than did the cup types. Little
difference was noted between the two types
of planters regarding seed piece skips.

In-row spacing of plants was found to
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